Specialist musical training and the octave illusion: analytical listening and veridical perception by pipe organists.
The octave illusion is a useful tool for investigation of the contribution of specialist training to auditory perception. The stimulus that induces the illusion involves two tones with a frequency ratio of 2:1, presented dichotically, and with ear of presentation reversed every 250 ms. Most listeners report hearing a single tone that alternates from high in the right ear to low in the left ear [Scientific American 233 (1975) 92-104]. The first experiment investigated the hypothesis that musical training contributes to veridical perception of an ambiguous stimulus. As hypothesized, participants with the highest level of musical training were more likely to perceive the stimulus veridically. Exploring the effects of specialist training, Experiment 2 contrasted expert pipe organists with other instrumentalists. As hypothesized, participants expert in playing pipe organ--an instrument with harmonic and spatial features similar to those of the octave illusion--were more likely to perceive the stimulus veridically. The results have implications for plasticity of the auditory system and the analytical listening that accompanies specialist, intensive training and rehearsal.